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A recent published report claims Russian operatives have "... penetrated certain counties in the state and they now have free rein to move about," in an attempt to disrupt the voter registration rolls and the voting process. While this report is troubling, it has not been corroborated by any law enforcement or security agencies we are in contact with.

My office and I are working very closely on a daily basis with Homeland Security, the Florida Department of State, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, other elections offices across the state, our county IT staff, and private vendors, all to ensure that every step is taken to protect our systems.

We have received no official reports or alerts suggesting that any of our systems have been penetrated.

If there are other elections offices in Florida who have been penetrated, and I have had reassurances from many sources that is not the case, then I would expect that both federal and state officials would alert those offices, and would deploy teams to aid those offices in improving their security and in neutralizing the threat.

I have no evidence of any such activity or response to a penetration.

So let me reassure our voters that although there are powerful adversaries trying to undermine our elections, we are working diligently, in partnership with many other agencies, to make certain your elections remain secure and trustworthy.

The great threat to our democracy is voters staying away from the polls due to fear and apathy. I ask you to do your part for our community and our nation, please vote.
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